Drawing people into nature

TREEWALK
The nature-orientated
canopy pathway

Treewalk

The nature-oriented canopy pathway
Escape everyday life – high up in the trees. Listen to the sounds of the
forest, smell and sense the trees. Cambium‘s goal is to open this
experience for the largest to broad customer segments.
Treewalk – a path secured with nets - allows both, young and
old to look at the forest from above, in comfort and safety, yet
without any additional climbing gear. The treewalk consists
of long suspension bridges that connect tree-mounted
plattforms.
Cambium uses its original non-invasive and sling-based
fixation technology that is gentle on the trees and warrants for a sustainable nature experience.
Cambium‘s treewalk is an experience that appeals to
all age groups: from toddlers who have only recently
started walking to young adults to parents and grandparents who simply enjoy this relaxing and rejuvenating experience that is rich in new impressions. The
Cambium Treewalk - an adventure for everyone.

“Only when I am in the forest do I find my rest, my soul is at peace and full of power.”
Knut Hamsun, Pan

Treewalk – to new heights and beyond
Cambium‘s Treewalk connects people with nature.
In the autumn of 2015, Cambium built a Treewalk of the Redwoods in Rotorua,
New-Zealand. This new product development features of suspension bridges
in living trees. 23 bridges run across a length of 660 metres at a height of 8 - 10
metres.

2016

The jury of the “International Adventure Park Association” (IAPA) distinguished
Cambium‘s Treewalk as the best project in 2016.

Cambium‘s Treewalk is ideally suited for all tourism destinations such as leisure, adventure, or wildlife parks, mountain railways, ski areas and event catering.

Cambium‘s treewalk taps
new customer segments
Are you looking for an additional attraction? With Cambium‘s Treewalk, you create a unique selling proposition without any major
incisions in the natural surroundings. With Cambium‘s Treewalk,
you can offer a nature-oriented experience with a low entry
barrier for customers of all age groups.

Commited to sustainability

By using trees rather than mighty steel pylons to bear the bridges,
Cambium offers a cost-efficient mounting concept. The applied
snaring technique is gentle on the trees. This makes the Treewalk
sustainable product in an economic and ecological dimension.

Treewalk ...

 reates a new value proposition towards your existing customers
c
and taps new segments at the same time.
can run 365 days a year.
features high customer throughput at low maintenance costs.
is gentle on trees, thanks to non-invasive and growth-adaptable
assembly techniques
does not require any concrete foundations and, hence official
approvals are obtained more easily

Prerequisites for Treewalk

Near-natural forest areas, at least one hectare of forest trees, starting
with a diameter of 50 cm or more.

Contact us. Our strength: we respond to your individual needs and, in cooperation with you,
develop customised solutions.

TREEWALK

The Cambium Treewalk at night in Rotura – www.treewalk.co.nz und www.treewalk.eu

Cambium‘s Treewalk at a glance
Bridge

The walkway in lofty altitude delicately
spans between the trees and is secured with a net on both sides. Optional
experience elements can be included.
Length: up to 35 m
Width: 0.6 to 1 m

Ascent and descent

Wooden stairs with a hand rail provide all age groups with a secure ascent
and descent.

Platform

Mounted around the trees, our platforms invite visitors to linger; 360 degree panorama included.
Diameter:
Net load:

up to 4.7 m
1,7 tons

Our guiding principle: always close to nature – both in form and material

Cambium
The trees are our most important construction element.
Everything else is harmoniously added on.
We have been developing and building adventure parks, tree
houses and playgrounds in forests since 2006. As entrepreneurs, working with and in the forest, we consider ourselves responsible for it. We plan and build in an environmentally-friendly
manner. Not only for ecological reasons; economic sustainability is important for us. We are convinced that both foster each
other.
Cambium is the tree’s vital line. The growth layer, which is found
underneath the bark, is to be sustained.
From conception to equipping with building sets, right up
to turnkey constructions: we offer individual solutions for
every demand – creative and different. Get in touch with us.

Cambium GmbH
Tree houses
For the special forest
canopy experience

Climbing forest shop
Europe’s unique full-range supplier
for adventure park products
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SHOP
Cambium GmbH
Plans, builds and supervises
adventure parks and rope courses

Kids
Low altitude courses for children
and playgrounds

Treewalk
Experience new perspectives
walking through the treetops

We are at your service

International Sales,
Consultation, Marketing

Iris Cassier
Office telephone: +49/7563/519402
Mobile: +49/160/97736410
i.cassier@cambium-gmbh.de

Sales Germany,
Technical Support:

Simon Cassier
Office telephone: +49/7563/519402
Mobile: +49/170/9349303
s.cassier@cambium-gmbh.de

Drawing people into nature

We have sales partners in Italy, Spain and South Korea.
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Cambium Gmbh · Emmelhofen 15 · 88353 Kißlegg
Telephone: +49/7563/519402 · Fax : +49/7563/908073
www.dreaming-in-trees.com

